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Social technologies tend to attract research on social
structure or interaction. In this paper we analyze the
individual use of a social technology, specifically an
enterprise people-tagging application.We focus on active
participants of the system and distinguish between users
who initiate activity and those who respond to activity.
This distinction is situated within the preferential attach-
ment theory in order to examine which type of participant
contributes more to the process of tagging. We analyze
the usage of the people-tagging application in a snapshot
representing 3 years of activity, focusing on self-tagging
compared to tagging by and of others. The main find-
ings are: (1) People who tag themselves are the most
productive contributors to the system. (2) Preferential
attachment saturation is reached at 12–14 tags per user.
(3) The nature of participation is more significant than
the number of participants for system growth. The paper
concludes with theoretical and practical implications.

Introduction

Interpersonal communication systems in general and
social software specifically are designed to allow individuals
to initiate information exchange requests as well as to enable
reciprocity among people. A person can, for instance, send or
reply to electronic mail, post a profile in a social network,
or search for others’ profiles. From the individual’s perspec-
tive, such systems can be described as two-sided, enabling
use for acting or reacting, posting or replying. This feature
has become the norm in online systems development leading
to the questions: Do the users realize the potential to both
act and react? Are acting and reacting equally important for
social software success?
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Research attention so far has focused mainly on the
social aspect of social technologies through the concepts
of interactivity (Rafaeli & Sudweeks, 1997, 1998), reci-
procity (Constant, Kiesler, & Sproull, 1994; Wasko, Faraj, &
Teigland, 2004), and reciprocity as a requisite for critical
mass formation (Markus, 1987). Interactivity and reciprocity
are taken as ingredients for and indicators of the success
of interpersonal communication. These concepts deal with
social interaction among two or more people. In this paper we
focus on individual activity and distinguish between initiation
and responsiveness. This distinction is used to examine how
individuals use a social technology, specifically an enterprise
people-tagging application, and show that the individuals’
inclination to initiate action helps to understand a system’s
potential for growth. Understanding individual activity as part
of a social system will help to design systems that attract more
participation.

The paper opens with theoretical background about social
network formation through the process of preferential attach-
ment, which sets the stage for the role of individual users in
this process. We then offer a distinction between initiating
and responding in terms of contribution of information into
a system and explain the fit between systems and levels of
user activity. This leads to the presentation of the system
analyzed in the current study. Next we describe the data col-
lection procedure, analysis, results, and their implications for
preferential attachment and system design.

Theoretical Background

Economists explain that network-based initiatives develop
exponentially when a process of positive feedback occurs
(Shapiro & Varian, 1999): network nodes that have many
connections attract more new connections than nodes with
fewer connections. The process typically follows an S-shaped
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curve and involves three stages: launch, takeoff, and satura-
tion. Two main explanations account for positive feedback:
(1) probability: popular nodes have higher chances of attract-
ing new links; (2) value: popular, highly linked nodes have
high value because they lead to many additional connections
for a new node that links to them. The affinity to connect to
certain nodes over others is known as preferential attachment.

Preferential attachment is the basis of network growth in a
wide variety of social applications (Barabasi & Albert, 1999;
Newman, 2005; Raban & Rabin, 2009). One of the results of
this process is that the “rich get richer”: Websites that have
many incoming links are likely to see more rapid growth
in their incoming links compared to less linked Websites.
The outcome is the generation of a “long tail” of activity
(Anderson, 2006). In electronic commerce it is said to indi-
cate success, where the long tail hosts many products catering
to obscure tastes. Many social systems online present a long
tail or power law distribution of people’s participation where
a small group of people is highly active and a large group
of people forms the long tail of moderate-to-low activity
(Newman, 2005). While the long tail in commerce may indi-
cate scarcity and value, the opposite holds in social networks,
where social capital increases with connectivity (Ganley &
Lampe, 2009). Scarcity or obscurity does not indicate value
when it comes to social ties.

Online activity and contribution is influenced by explicit
feedback when available. Such is the case for collaborative
filtering in the Digg system, where positive comment “diggs”
induce commenters to respond faster and more frequently
than commenters who were not “dugg” (Halavais, 2009). This
work focuses on preferential attachment which occurs with-
out explicit rating systems such as those found in Digg or
Slashdot.

Because social systems, as opposed to commercial ones,
are often viewed as public goods, their success is measured
at the community level and is said to be based on generalized
reciprocity, a sense of community, and pro-social behav-
ior (Markus, 1987; Rafaeli, Hayat, & Ariel, 2008; Wasko
et al., 2004). All these explanations emphasize the social
aspect of knowledge building, the importance of selfless inter-
personal dialog, and contribution at the community level.
Individual users are likely to strive to enrich and expand their
social connections both for social reasons and for their intu-
itive perception of the expected network value. Finding an
obscure person online may constitute value for the searcher;
however, there are two sides to this search. Based on social
capital theory a person being searched will prefer not to be
obscure (Adler & Kwon, 2002). S/he may enhance her/his
findability in a social system by being active, thus ‘climbing’
up the long tail to the more popular and findable location. This
study looks at user activity in order to find what pattern of
individual activity is conducive towards the development of a
social system.

We propose that in addition to the importance of tran-
scending selfishness and practicing pro-social behavior it is
important for individuals to learn to use both sides of social
systems actively, to act and react, initiate and respond, with

respect to information. To illustrate this, an almost unimagin-
able example would be if a company decided to configure its
email so that it had no ‘new message’option, but it did have a
‘reply’option. In such a scenario users will be able to respond
to incoming mail but will not be able to create new messages.
This would count as good reaction or reciprocity, filling the
social perspective, but would only partially fill the purpose
of an email system. Using email to answer but also to initi-
ate messages to others leads to the positive feedback process,
resulting in individual users moving away from obscurity and
exponential growth for the system as a whole.

Initiation and Responsiveness

Community participation patterns have been described in
the literature. An early monograph dealt with levels of activ-
ity describing them as levels of engagement which are typical
in the social process of transforming from being a newcomer
to an old-timer (Lave & Wenger, 1991). In the book Swarm
Creativity, Peter Gloor (2006) defines participation in com-
munication activity (electronic mail) by a variable he terms
“contribution index.” The value of the contribution index is
zero when the number of messages a person sends is equal to
the number s/he receives. The value is between zero and one
for people who send more than they receive, and it is between
zero and minus one for people who receive more message
than they send. Using the contribution index, Gloor defined
four groups of leading participants: creators and experts who
are on the negative side of the index, receiving more than
they send, and communicators and collaborators, who have a
positive index indicating that they send more email than they
receive.

Recently, Preece and Shneiderman (2009) offered the
Reader-to-Leader framework which describes a progression
of community roles over time. Most people are readers or
searchers of information, some choose to contribute and
even collaborate, and few transform into leaders who are
more committed to the community by setting policies and
monitoring. The present research adds another layer to such
classifications by focusing on the level of activity distinguish-
ing between initiation of a contribution and a response to
someone else’s contribution.

The Participation-System Fit

When discussing initiation and responsiveness there is
no ‘good’ or ‘bad’ participation. For example, most people
who read sections in Wikipedia have never actively partic-
ipated in editing it, but that does not diminish Wikipedia’s
value. In fact, Wiki-based projects benefit from diminishing
contributions—someone writes a new entry which can be
a large contribution. The next participants will make small
contributions such as corrections, links, or extensions. The
process of revision is akin to distillation and it produces a
content-rich resource.

In information retrieval systems the focus may be differ-
ent. When assigning metadata such as tags to information
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items diversity is desirable because a large and varied pool of
tags will enhance retrieval. While the purpose of metadata
may be to provide a parsimonious description of objects,
it stands to reason that the more descriptors an object is
assigned, the easier it is to retrieve it. Metadata will benefit
from a variety of perspectives offered by a crowd of partici-
pants per object. How can users be encouraged to participate
in metadata generation? Are some users better contributors
than others?

The contrast is between text-rich knowledge management
systems such as wikis that do not require that all users be
active, and lean metadata systems that require more users
who are active, either initiating or responding.

Metadata may be assigned automatically or by humans,
either by experts or by a crowd. Tagging systems are an exam-
ple of metadata generated by a crowd for annotating items of
information. Tagging is used to describe Web pages, articles,
videos, photos, and audio files.

Social and People-Tagging

In general, social (or collaborative) tagging systems have
emerged as one of the most prominent features of the social
Web, allowing users to tag resources such as bookmarks (as
in Delicious1), photos (as in Flickr2), or news articles (as in
Digg3). Social tagging has received considerable research
attention. Some studies which have become the classics of
this area dealt with the power law nature of tagging and the
kinds of tags assigned to bookmarks (Golder & Huberman,
2006). Other work examined the motivations for social tag-
ging, and while some found that tagging is done more for
functional purposes than for socializing, others showed that
social presence is conducive toward tagging activity (Ames &
Naaman, 2007; Lee, 2006; Van Velsen & Melenhorst, 2009).
Whereas the name of this activity, social tagging, may lead
us to assume that the social aspect is the most important, this
is not necessarily the case.

The special case where the resources to tag are people is
referred to as “people-tagging.” People-tagging is an inter-
esting case in point because it is an interpersonal metadata
system designed to support knowledge sharing. It enables
finding people and interacting with them (Bernstein, Tan,
Smith, Czerwinski, & Horvitz, 2009; Farrell, Lau, Nusser,
Wilcox, & Muller, 2007; Farrell, Lau, & Nusser, 2007).

Tagalag4 was the most noticeable people-tagging sys-
tem on the Web, supporting self-promotion and discovery
of individuals with similar interests. Yet, as opposed to the
enormous success of other social tagging systems, the adop-
tion of Tagalag has been much more modest (Farrell, Lau,
Nusser, Wilcox et al., 2007; Farrell, Lau, & Nusser, 2007). In
contrast to the enterprise environment, the Web needs to cope
with multiple identities of people and the set of participants

1http://delicious.com/
2http://www.flickr.com/
3http://digg.com/
4http://tagalag.com/

cannot be pre-populated, such that users need to be added
manually. People are authenticated in the company, discour-
aging the misuse of the tagging feature. It may be for such
reasons that Tagalag did not succeed.

People-tagging has been applied in the public sphere as
well as in organizational settings. In the public domain, there
has been an attempt to promote people-tagging through social
network sites, Facebook in particular. Impression5 is a Face-
book application that enables its users to share their impres-
sions of their friends by labeling them with keywords and
phrases. Recent research has introduced Collabio (Bernstein
et al., 2009)—a game within Facebook that encourages
friends to tag each other with descriptive terms. It is reported
that the system has been successful in motivating players to
annotate almost 4,000 people with tags that are accurate and
contain information not available elsewhere.

In another related study, Razavi and Iverson (2009)
explored how tagging people can enhance management of
personal privacy in social systems. They implemented a
people-tagging feature over OpnTag6—an open Web service
for social tagging of bookmarks with an emphasis on infor-
mation organization, reuse, and collaboration. The addition
of the people-tagging capability enabled users to categorize
their social network into groups of targeted audiences for their
different levels of personal information.

The most productive incarnation of people-tagging so
far has been behind the firewall. Farrell and Lau (2006)
introduced Fringe Contacts—an enterprise people-tagging
system, which allows employees to tag themselves and other
employees with terms that reflect interest, expertise, group
affiliation, personal characteristics, and similar. They showed
that analogous to social bookmarking of Web pages (Millen,
Feinberg, & Kerr, 2006), users tag people for personal ben-
efit (self-presentation or contact management), but as the
masses use the system, a folksonomy (taxonomy created by
the “folks”) of employees is created that can be highly useful
in mapping employees’ interests and expertise. The advan-
tage of people-tagging is both for contact management and
for the augmentation of profiles in a corporate directory.

Several later studies have examined different aspects
of the Fringe Contacts system: Farrell et al. (2007) showed
that the tags in Fringe Contacts accurately describe the subject
employee’s interests and expertise. Based on a set of inter-
views they also reported that no offensive or inappropriate
use of tags has occurred. This finding may be attributed to the
organizational environment. Another study by Farrell et al.
(2007) showed that an active minority of Fringe Contacts
users is using people-tagging to bring people together and
build communities. Muller (2007) compared the tag vocab-
ulary of Fringe Contacts with three other enterprise tagging
applications (for bookmarks, blogs, and activities) and found
very little overlap between vocabularies of the four systems.

5http://apps.facebook.com/impression
6http://sourceforge.net/projects/opntag
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In this work we compare self-tagging and tagging of others
within an enterprise people-tagging system. None of the
studies above distinguished between tagging of self and oth-
ers. To the best of our knowledge, the only study to date
to compare between self and others’ tagging is an early
study by Muller, Ehrlich, and Farrell (2006), which made
a few basic comparisons between these two types of tagging.
A small dataset of 217 taggers who had tagged one another
in 714 records was collected from a prototype of an enter-
prise people-tagging system. They observed that people put
more effort into tagging themselves than into tagging oth-
ers: 51% of the users tagged themselves only, while 21%
tagged others only; in addition, a user would put, on average,
more tags on her/himself than on another person. Content
analysis was also applied on the tags, classifying them into
14 different categories. A preference was found for applying
tags referring to technology on self over others, while tags
referring to a project, role, or division-group were used more
intensively for others than for self. Our work explores a com-
plete people-tagging system at a specific point in time after
about 3 years of activity. We study a full dataset, not a sample
of users, and show the relevance of the distinction between
initiating and responding to the process of preferential
attachment.

The people-tagging function under study is moderately
successful: it includes ∼62,000 users which are about 15%
of a large corporation’s workforce (as of May 2009). Only
about 9,000 of them can be classified as ‘active’ by initiating
or responding (tagging themselves or others). We believe that
an explanation for the moderate success of the people-tagging
function could be that people did not take enough advantage
of it to initiate self-tagging and thus move them away from
obscurity.

Our interest centers on the level of initiation of self-tagging
activity and its effect on people-tagging activity. We are
interested to see whether self-tagging by active users is help-
ful in pulling them away from obscurity and in generating
more activity around them as compared to social tagging. We
hypothesize that people who are inclined to be active and cul-
tivate their own presence by tagging themselves in the system
are more conducive to its overall activity than people who are
mostly concerned with tagging others (managing contacts).
Tagging others is social tagging and corresponds to the notion
of responsiveness. The question is whether all active users are
equally important in the system or whether self-taggers have
a different role than social taggers. Self-taggers may or may
not assign tags to others as well; social taggers are partici-
pants who tag other people only, but do not tag themselves.
These users are analogous to the users of the hypothetical
email example given earlier: self-taggers use the ‘new mes-
sage’and the ‘reply’options while social taggers only use the
‘reply’ option.

To summarize, we examine whether self-tagging con-
tributes to the preferential attachment process more than
social tagging. The assertions made in the previous para-
graph are formalized as hypotheses in the following
section.

Hypotheses

We observe two kinds of active users: initiators and respon-
ders. We define initiators as those users who tag themselves
and possibly also others, whereas responders are ‘social tag-
gers,’ i.e., people who tag only others but not themselves. We
are interested whether self-taggers are more instrumental for
system activity and development than social taggers.

To assess the comparative activity and contribution of
people on the people-tagging system, two levels of analy-
sis were used: the tag level and the person level. H1 and
H3a relate to the tag level while H2 and H3b refer to the
person level. The first two hypotheses relate to the sugges-
tion that self-tagging contributes more to system growth than
social tagging. They refer to the entire user population in the
people-tagging system.

H1: Self-taggers will have more other tags (incoming tags
assigned by others) and total tags than social taggers.

H2: Self-taggers will tag more other users than social taggers.

We define a Self-to-Other ratio (S2O) as the ratio between
self-tags and tags received from others. The S2O ratio helps
focus on the active system users by selecting only those users
who had positive values (>0) in both parts of the ratio. The
ratio is useful for comparing people who have many self-tags
to people who are mainly tagged by others. Based on this
ratio and the assumption that being a self-tagger, not just a
social tagger, is beneficial, our hypothesis is:

H3: People who have a S2O Ratio ≥1 are more active than
people who have a S2O Ratio <1. Thus they:

H3a: Have more other and total tags.
H3b: Are tagged by more people and tag more others.

Method

Data was harvested from an organizational people-tagging
application after about 3 years of use. Below is a detailed
description of the system, data collection, variables, hypothe-
ses, and analysis.

System

Our study is based on data from a research enterprise
employee directory which has been deployed since 2006.
The system includes for each employee in the organization a
profile which displays the person’s name, department, man-
agers, peers, and social activity, like blogs, papers, and forum
threads that the employee authored. A profile can be used by
employees to learn about and document other employees or
their own activity, expertise, and interests. The existence of
the profile is independent of an employee’s activity level in the
system. In this study we focus on the people-tagging features
of the system. A user can tag another person or him/herself
with one or multiple free-text tags. A person’s profile then
exposes these tags in several manners as seen in Figure 1.
The self-tags appear below the person’s profile information.
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FIG. 1. People-tagging system: sample screen shot.

Two boxes on the left side summarize the tags the person was
tagged with and the tags used by the person in tag clouds. In
the tag cloud that shows the tags the person was tagged with a
certain tag will appear bigger the more often the person was
tagged with that tag. Similarly, the more often the person
used a tag on others or themselves, the bigger it will appear
in the tag cloud of tags used by the person. Figure 1 shows a
screenshot of a sample profile page.

Data Collection

The people-tagging system keeps each tagging event in a
relational database. Thus, whenever person A tags person B,
a record is kept which includes the source (A) and target
(B) of the tagging event, its date, and the tag content itself.
A self-tag is therefore represented through a record in which
source and target are identical. For our study we analyzed
the set of all tagging events since inception and up to the
beginning of May 2009.

The data were collected using a Java program accessing
the relational database through SQL. For each person in the
directory the following data were collected: self-tags, incom-
ing tags (tags used on the person) and outgoing tags (tags used
by the person), number of people tagged by the person, and

number of people tagging the person. People that had no tag
data were removed from the dataset. The variables extracted
out of the data are described in the next section in more detail.

Variables

The variables obtained from the data harvested from the
people-tagging system refer either to the number of tags in use
or to the number of people involved in the tagging process:

• Self-tags: number of tags a person used to tag him/herself.
• Other Tags Incoming: number of tags a person was assigned

by others (with duplicates, i.e., more than one person could
tag using the same term).

• Total Tags Incoming: the sum of self-tags and tags assigned
to the person by others (without duplicates).

• Other Tags Outgoing: number of tags the person assigned to
others.

• Other People Incoming: number of people-tagging the person.
If someone tagged the person multiple times, it was counted
once.

• Other People Outgoing: number of people the person tagged.
If the person tagged the same person multiple times, it is
counted once.

Using the observed variables we generated dichotomous
variables denoting whether activity was observed or not
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(observed = 1; not observed = 0). The reason for this data
conversion was the need to balance between the single
person tagging him/herself and the varying number of ‘others’
tagging him/her. The dichotomous variables were:

• Self-tag Y/N: tagging or not tagging him/herself.
• Other Tags Incoming Y/N: receiving tags from other users.
• Other Tags Outgoing Y/N: assigning tags to other people (by

tag count).
• Other People Incoming Y/N: being tagged by other people.
• Other People Outgoing Y/N: tagging other people (by people

count).

Using the above variables a ratio was calculated in order
to represent the degree of reciprocity in tagging:

• Self-to-Other ratio (S2O): Self-tags/Other Tags Incoming.

Analysis

First, descriptive statistics for both levels, tags and people,
are provided. Next, we compare two groups of users to exam-
ine the effect of the self- and social tagging symmetry or lack
thereof. This is done by using correlations, t-tests, Cohen’s
d-tests for effect size, and chi-square analyses. All these tests
were used in order to make sure that the effect observed is
meaningful and does not rely merely on the large sample size
available.

Results

Descriptive Statistics

A total of 62,332 names were found in the people-tagging
system. Some tagged themselves, some tagged others, and
some did both. Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for
the tags assigned. Table 2 provides frequencies of users in the
system in each type of tagging activity: self-tagging, tagging

TABLE 1. Descriptive statistics of tags assigned in the people tagging
system (N = 62,332).

Other Other
Other tags Other tags people people

Self tags incoming outgoing incoming outgoing

Mean 0.603 2.577 2.577 1.516 1.516
Std dev 2.509 4.768 30.450 2.161 17.299
Sum of tags 37,603 160,626 160,626 94,510 94,510
Range 0–56 0–200 0–2,857 0–152 0–1,292

TABLE 2. Frequencies of dichotomous variables in the people tagging
system (N = 62,332).

Self tags Other tags incoming Other tags outgoing
YN YN YN

Yes 7,496 58,730 5,531
No 54,836 3,602 56,801

Yes = participated; No = did not participate.

TABLE 3. Pearson’s correlations among the measured variables in the
people tagging system.

Other Other
Other tags Other tags people people
incoming outgoing incoming outgoing

Self tags 0.272** 0.284** 0.231** 0.230**
Other tags incoming 0.298** 0.900** 0.278**
Other tags outgoing 0.307** 0.909**
Other people incoming 0.309**

**p < 0.001.

TABLE 4. Phi correlations among the dichotomous variables in the people
tagging system.

Other tags Other tags Other people Other people
incoming outgoing incoming outgoing

YN YN YN YN

Self tags YN −0.494** 0.426 −0.494** 0.426**

Other people −0.289** 1 −0.289**
incoming YN

Other people −0.289** 1
outgoing YN

**p < 0.001.

by others, tagging of others, other people tagged by a person
(outgoing), and other people who tag the person (incoming).

Some 87.9% of the system participants did not tag them-
selves, 3.6% tagged themselves once, and 8.4% tagged
themselves more than once.

In all, 5.8% of the users were not tagged by another per-
son (3,602 people not tagged by others), meaning they were
tagged only by themselves. 69.5% of the users were tagged
by one other person (43,297), and 24.8% (15,433 people)
were tagged by more than one other person (between 2 to
152 people).

Table 3 describes the Pearson’s correlation matrix among
the measured variables and Table 4 describes the Phi corre-
lation matrix among the dichotomous variables.

There is a statistically significant positive correlation
between the number of times that the user tagged him/herself
and the number of times that s/he was tagged by oth-
ers (r = 0.27, p < 0.001). The more tags a user assigns to
him/herself the more s/he gets tagged by others or vice
versa—the direction of the relationship is not known.

There is a significant positive correlation between the num-
ber of people-tagging a person/user and the number of people
that the user is tagging (r = 0.31, p < 0.001). In other words,
the more people tag the person, the more s/he tags others
or vice versa—the direction of the relationship is again not
known.

Hypotheses Testing

The results of the t-tests and Cohen’s d-test for effect size
for H1 and H2 are summarized in Table 5.
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TABLE 5. Comparison of tagging between self-taggers and users who did
not tag themselves.

Self- Std. Cohen’s Effect
Variable tagging Mean Dev. t d size

Self tags No* 0 0 −213.7*** −2.63 Large
Yes** 5.01 5.50

Other tags No 2.26 2.97 −45.2*** −0.63 Medium
incoming Yes 4.88 10.90

Total tags No 2.26 2.97 −114.3*** −1.64 Large
incoming Yes 9.89 13.42

Other tags No 0.50 14.27 −46.86*** −0.68 Medium
outgoing Yes 17.77 77.19

Other people No 1.40 1.34 −35.7*** −0.50 Medium
incoming Yes 2.34 4.99

Other people No 0.33 7.51 −47.2*** −0.58 Medium
outgoing Yes 10.20 44.60

*N = 54,836. **N = 7,496. ***p < 0.0001.

When comparing users who tag themselves to users who
do not self-tag we observe that:

• Self-taggers receive more than twice the number of tags from
other users (4.88 vs. 2.26 tags).

• Self-taggers have more than four times total personal tags
than nonself-taggers (9.89 vs. 2.26 tags).

• Self-taggers are much more active in tagging others (17.77
vs. 0.50 tags).

• Users who engaged in self-tagging enjoyed more attention by
other users (2.34 vs. 1.40 users) and they also tagged many
more people (10.20 vs. 0.33 users).

The last point noted in the list above is related to the long
tail distribution which contains many inactive users—users
who were entered to the system by others tagging them, not by
their own initiative and without taking any reciprocal action
either. In order to analyze only the active system users we turn
our attention to the ratio defined earlier, S2O. By definition,
the ratio includes only users who were active in the variables
appearing in the numerator and the denominator. This was
done in order to avoid a large proportion of the data which
would have zero in the numerator—87.9% of the users did
not tag themselves. Essentially, the ratio allows a comparison
between people who mostly tag themselves (self-tagged) and
people who are mostly tagged socially by others but also tag
themselves (socially tagged).

Ratio Analysis

Ratio analysis focuses on the active participants as defined
by the initiation-response distinction. It allows a comparison
of two types of participants: those who mostly tag themselves
(self-tagged) and those who are mostly tagged by others
(socially tagged). In all, 4,728 people (7.6% of the people
in the system) used the system for tagging themselves and
were also tagged by others. They are divided into two groups
by the S2O tagging ratio:

• Ratio <1 = 2,790 people: those who are tagged by others
more than by themselves. In the ratio analysis this group is

TABLE 6. Tagging activity by the Ratio user subgroup (N = 4,728).

Std. Cohen’s Effect
Variable Ratio Mean dev. t d size

Self tags <1* 3.70 4.25 −31.18*** −0.92 Large
≥1** 8.78 6.94

Other tags <1 10.75 15.82 20.17*** 0.60 Medium
incoming ≥1 3.38 3.57

Total tags <1 14.45 18.49 5.17*** 0.15 No effect
incoming ≥1 12.16 9.53

Other tags <1 26.54 105.02 1.03ns 0.03 No effect
outgoing ≥1 23.69 75.06

Other people <1 4.91 7.27 17.36*** 0.51 Medium
incoming ≥1 1.99 1.63

Other people <1 15.17 57.55 1.63 ns 0.05 No effect
outgoing ≥1 12.64 44.15

*N = 2,730. **N = 1,938. ***p < 0.0001.

called socially tagged users. Note that for the current anal-
ysis the definition of socially tagged users is more relaxed
than that of ‘social taggers.’ Social taggers were defined as
users who tag only others and not themselves. In the ratio
analysis socially tagged users tag others more than they tag
themselves; however, self-tagging is ‘allowed.’ The reason is
that using the original definition would result in an empty
group which would not enable analysis.

• Ratio ≥1 = 1,938 people: those who tag themselves equally
or more than others tag them. In the ratio analysis this group
refers to the self-tagged users.

Table 6 provides the outcomes of t-tests and Cohen’s d

assessment of effect size for H3.
The main findings in Table 6 regarding self-tagged users,

people who tag themselves more than they are tagged by
others (Ratio ≥1), are:

• Self-tagged users receive fewer incoming tags from others
than socially tagged users (3.38 vs. 10.75 tags).

• They have the same number (no statistically significant
difference) of total incoming tags (12.16 vs. 14.45 tags).

• They assign the same number of tags to the same number of
other users as the socially tagged users (23.69 vs. 26.54 tags).

• On average, they are tagged by two people but they tag almost
13 and they tag an equivalent number of other people as do
the socially tagged users.

In order to further verify that the effects received are gen-
uine we performed a chi-square test after converting the data
to dichotomous values: participate or not-participate. This
was done both for tags (by self and by others) and for people
(tagged by and tagging others).

The majority of participants found in the current system
are, in fact, passive or even inactive. They appear on the sys-
tem because someone else decided to include them in his/her
list of tagged people. There are 9,905 people who either
tagged themselves or tagged others—they are the active users.
The chi-square tests were performed on this group of active
users.

The results confirm earlier observations, namely, that peo-
ple who tag themselves at least once are tagged three times
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as often as people who do not tag themselves (χ2 = 4.35,
p < 0.05). There is a dependence between self-tagging and
being tagged by others, although the relationship is weak
(Phi = −0.02, p < 0.05).

The effect is stronger at the people level: people who are
being tagged will tag others more (63.7%) than people who
are not being tagged (42.0%) (χ2 = 438.51, p < 0.001). There
is a dependence between being tagged by others and tagging
(Phi = 0.21, p < 0.001).Active participation in tagging others
results in being tagged more often and the reverse is true as
well.

Discussion

Social technologies are often analyzed through the lens of
social concepts such as interactivity, reciprocity, pro-social
behavior, or even social network structure. In addition to these
important concepts our work shows that self-tagging behav-
ior is key to the development of a people-tagging technology,
assuming that development is synonymous with number of
tags and the extent of tagging activity. Across the entire pop-
ulation (Table 5) the present data shows that self-tagging is
associated with receiving twice more tags from others. Three
times as many tags are received within the group of active
participants as per the chi-square analysis. H1 and H2 were
confirmed, lending firm support to the process of preferen-
tial attachment and the necessity of self-tagging to fuel the
process—the more tags I assign to myself, the more tags
I receive from others; the more people I tag, the more people
tag me. Our data are a snapshot following about 3 years of
activity, so causality cannot be inferred. Nevertheless, assum-
ing that all participants had an equal chance of being tagged
when they joined the system, the findings about self-taggers
indicate significantly more tagging by others than for other
users, meaning that preferential attachment occurred. The
difference in tags cannot be attributed to chance.

In a recent study of social networks, Utz (2010) showed
that self-generated information has the strongest impact of a
person’s perceived popularity. The present findings extend
this observation to the domain of people-tagging. Similar
observations were made in the context of Usenet groups
by Welser, Gleave, Fisher, and Smith (2007). They describe
‘discussion people’ and ‘answer people’ and show that they
have different structural features. Further, they discover
that discussion people are generally more active and more
socially connected than answer people. This lends support
and generalizability to the distinction between initiation and
responsiveness presented here.

The third hypothesis focused on self-taggers who also
tagged others (7.6% of the participants) and divided them
into two subgroups, one containing users who tag themselves
less than they are tagged (Ratio <1, socially tagged users) and
the other containing users who tag themselves more (Ratio
≥1, self-tagged users). In analyzing H3 we observe fur-
ther nuances: Hypothesis H3a was disconfirmed: self-tagged
users did not have more other and total tags than socially
tagged users. H3b was also disconfirmed: self-tagged users

tag the same number of people as do the socially tagged
users and they are tagged by fewer people. In this group
tagging seems to be complementary—people who tag them-
selves extensively are tagged less by others and vice versa.
The result is a comparable number of total incoming tags
for self-taggers and social taggers alike. This number of total
tags (about 12–14 per participant) seems like an equilibrium
number of tags, a number to aspire to for other system users,
an interesting and unexpected finding. The explanation may
be that users who wish to tag a person and see this number
of assigned tags may feel that the description of the person
is sufficient.

Preferential attachment theory predicts an S-shaped
growth pattern from launch through takeoff and on to satura-
tion. It seems that self-tagged users have reached saturation
in the number of the total tags they have. While the con-
tent of the tags was not examined in the current study, it
seems that the equilibrium number of tags is not just a
number pertaining to level of activity but may also indi-
cate a sufficient description of the person. So a person who
tags her/himself industriously will receive fewer tags from
others because the description contained in the tags is suffi-
cient. Research using content analysis should delve into this
postulation.

Another insight obtained from Table 6 is that while self-
tagged users may be busy with themselves, they do not neglect
their social responsibility—they assign a comparable num-
ber of tags to a comparable number of other people as do
the socially tagged users. Overall, self-tagged users can be
generally viewed as the most active system users, tagging
themselves and others. In fact, they are quite selfless, as evi-
denced by the number of people who tag them (2) versus
the number of people they tag (almost 13). Self-tagged users
seem to be the most intensive contributors to the people-
tagging system. Hence, system designers should find a way
to encourage self-tagging.

Beyond confirming the preferential attachment process,
our data provide a quantitative assessment of the activity
level expected. As self-tagging results in two to three times
more tags by others, the “return on investment” is substantial.
Self-tagging, in a sense, is analogous to the practice of SEO
(search engine optimization) (Thurow, 2007). Web masters
are aware of the need to promote their sites in order to increase
findability. The present analysis shows that some users may
have realized this, engaged in self-tagging, and reaped the
fruit by attracting the attention of other system users who
tagged them; however, most users are unaware of the ease
of getting attention from others simply by assigning a few
self-tags.

This paper provides support for the notion that the growth
of social technology relies on the degree of two-sided sys-
tem use, self and social. This is true both for the individuals
and the system as a whole. Individuals will get quick grat-
ification for their self-tagging, while the system as a whole
will grow quickly thanks to preferential attachment. System
administrators should actively explain to their users the value
of tagging themselves. They might even develop a simulation
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that shows how self-tagging pays off for the individual and
the system. Possibly some users may find it distasteful to
‘advertise’ themselves. This activity may not suit all, but pre-
sumably many users would engage in more tagging if they
realize the ease and extent of activity they generate.

Network development is sometimes likened to a physical
or chemical chain reaction (Schelling, 1978) where a critical
mass of users is needed to create the preferential attachment
leading to rapid network growth. Our data show that critical
mass is not concerned merely with the number of active peo-
ple but also with the nature and level of their activity. This was
termed by Markus (1987) and by Oliver and Marwell (1985)
the production function. In order for the production function
to be catalytic to the process it requires acceleration in the
form of both initiation and response, two aspects examined
here.

Previous work on people-tagging has shown its unique
value in mapping interests and expertise through the “wis-
dom of the crowd”—many people who tag a person with
a certain tag indicate a strong relationship of this person
with the given tag (Farrell, Lau, Nusser, Wilcox et al.,
2007). People-tagging was also found useful for community
building (Farrell, Lau, & Nusser, 2007) and for indicating
familiarity relationships (Guy et al., 2008). Yet, all of these
works also point at the fact that adoption of people-tagging is
modest, leading to many employees whose expertise, inter-
ests, communities, and relationships are not mapped through
people tags. The findings of this work suggest that promoting
self-tagging by more users of the people-tagging application
can enhance system growth and make it even more successful
and productive.

This paper has broader theoretical and practical implica-
tions. On the theoretical front, the current work clarifies the
distinction between initiation and reciprocation. The empiri-
cal support for the preferential attachment process and its link
to the users’ activity is a further contribution offered here.
Finally, the practical contribution is the call for attention to
individuals and their tendency to be proactive, which cannot
be taken for granted. It must be observed and encouraged in
order to promote system growth and persistence. This is par-
ticularly applicative in lean information systems that contain
small units of data, such as metadata or tags.

Limitations and Future Research

The ideas put forth in the theory section were examined
here in one system. Further validation for and refinement of
these ideas should use data from other, similar or different
systems. The current study was limited to an organiza-
tional setting. Future work should incorporate data from
public settings and observe differences compared to the orga-
nizational setting. Content analysis will aid in understanding
the differences in tags assigned by initiators and social tag-
gers. The current data focused on the active participants,
self and social taggers. The role and activity of lurkers and
inactive users may be added to view the full participation
picture.

Conclusion

The natural inclination with social technologies is to look
at social measures of activity. The present work uses a
classical concept from the theory of network growth and
information economics—preferential attachment—to exam-
ine and demonstrate its applied importance. Findings indicate
that initiating self-tagging activity is at least as important as
social activity in networked social technologies. In addition,
a quantitative measure of equilibrium tagging emerged which
may indicate a point when the system achieves its best value
for the users. In a sense this work shows the importance of
balancing the free riders inherent in every social system with
active participants, both responders and initiators.
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